Bleak?
Inhospitable?
Remote?
No problem!

Containerised
Incinerators
Incinco manufacture and supply a range of
containerised incinerators specifically designed
for use in inaccessible locations, field hospitals,
oil and gas exploration sites, and where a
building is not available.

Manufactured to comply to local, EU or
worldwide environmental standards this range
provides the efficient solution to waste management for unusual or inaccessible sites combined
with ease of shipping and transportation.

These units can be transported and installed to
virtually any location anywhere in the world and
contain all the auxiliary equipment (for
transportation) within the one unit.

enquiries@incinco.com
or see our web site:
www.incinco.com
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Why Incinco containerised Incinerators?
Incinco containerised incinerator units provide
complete waste management solutions to remote
sites throughout the world.
The smaller manually fed units are provided in
6m ISO containers and are easily transported and
positioned on site. These portable systems are
designed for camp sites and have been used
extensively on pipeline and major construction
projects in remote regions of the world. The
incinerators range in size from 50kg/hr to 120kg/hr.
The larger incinerator systems provide auto feeding
via ram loader and semi auto ashing via cast iron
ash grate and ash trolleys. The incinerators range
in size from 150kg/hr to 400kg/hr. These units are
housed in 12m Hi Cube ISO containers – fully fitted
with chequer plate flooring, fluorescent lighting,
complete electrics and safety equipment. Weighing
approximately 20 tonnes they provide the solution
to many oil and gas camp site and hospital waste
problems. On delivery to site and once positioned
on a concrete base the unit can be set up - the
refractory lined chimney is erected and the oil tank
attached. Once the electricity supply is connected
the system is commissioned, operator training
provided and the unit is ready for operation.
Further auxiliary items can be added built in
containerised units such as auto loading via bin
tippler and full gas cleaning and monitoring
systems. These larger ‘complete package’ systems
can consist of up to 7 containers and provide the
ultimate waste management solution for remote
conditions. Because these units are compliant to
full EU emissions regulations many customers use
the carbon credits for investment purposes.

Incinco containerised incinerator systems –
...no problem!
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